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Net Migration
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Skilled Worker (SW) Route
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• In 2022, 10% of work visas 

went to EEA workers.

• Much lower share than 

under FoM – unclear what 

the long-run share will be.

• India was the largest 

nationality – accounting for 

33% of work visas.



Health & Social Care

• In 2022, Health & Social Care accounted for 54% of 

Skilled Worker visas – compared to about 14% of 

employment.

• This over-reliance on immigration is not new, but is 

getting increasingly severe. It is caused, among other 

things, by the lack of an adequate workforce plan for the 

NHS and a lack of ambition to pay care workers properly.

• The Government must ensure that there does not appear 

to be one rule for private sector employers and another 

for the public sector.
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Social Care

• MAC reported to Parliament and Government in April 
2022 on Social Care and Immigration.

• Main recommendation was a starting £1 per hour 
premium to NLW for care workers where care is provided 
by public funds.

• Immigration recommendations included Care Workers on 
SOL and removing ISC and Settlement Fees for H&CW 
visas.

• No response from Government in 12 months.
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Shortage Occupation List

• We are currently conducting a major review of the SOL.

• An interim review for construction and hospitality was 
published on Budget Day and recommended a number of 
additions to the list for construction.

• No job will be allowed to pay below the ‘going-rate’.

• Jobs not normally eligible for SW visas (only short training 
required) can be included – but the bar is set high.

• Call for Evidence closes on 26th May.
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Preliminary remarks
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• The immigration system is a Point based System which is designed to attract :

– talented individuals

– innovative business/entrepreneurs

The system is a country blind system to control immigration and meet the needs of the UK economy.

Difference of perspective 

– an expensive  barrier with restrictions for EU citizens/companies 

– a relaxation of the rules  (for non-EU) : no more Resident Labour Market Test/ lower salary 

threshold and skill level

• Generally there is less and less reluctance to use the system

• companies need stability and transparency/predictability to engage more efficiently
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A brief overview of the immigration routes
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• Unsponsored – based on individual talent or capacity to develop an innovative business 

High Potential Individual : based on a degree from eligible university

Global talent visa : leader in research, art, technology

Youth mobility : time-limited, limited list of countries

Graduate : time-limited visa – for graduate who were previously sponsored in the student route

Innovator Founder visa based on endorsement

• Sponsored – based on the  relationship between the individual and its sponsor 

• “employer- employee” 

Skilled Worker route – most popular based on figures

Global Mobility : Senior or Specialist Worker, Expansion Worker (temporary)

• “student- education provider”

Student route – from an employer perspective it leads to the Graduate Visa (unsponsored) 
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Sponsored routes and unsponsored routes 
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Applicants must be sponsored: 

Key steps

1. the employer must be a sponsor licence holder

2. the employer must assign a valid Certificate of Sponsorship to the applicant

3. the applicant applies  for a visa

Key actions for employers

• Anticipate the process

• Understand the system and 

• comply with their sponsor duties
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Main sponsored routes for employers
Sponsorship System: a 3-step process
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Anticipate: why applying for a 

Sponsor Licence ? 

01
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Examples of enquiries

• sponsor your selected candidate 

“we found the right candidate, he told us he is on a limited leave Can we provide sponsorship ?”

• answer your clients needs 

“We need to have three engineers on site in 2 weeks; How long and how expensive will it be ?” 

• retain valuable your staff 

“One of our employee was a student working part-time during term-time on a specific project. She 

is a very valuable member of the team : what should we do ? Can we sponsor ?” 

• Set up or expand a new business in the UK  

“our plan is to expand in the UK, we have already a subsidiary created a few years ago. Can we 

send a Business Developer now?”
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Recruitment agility: are you ready ?
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With a licence

A few days to about 8 weeks

• From a few days to 8/9 weeks 

• Possibility to assign a CoS immediately (if 

available allocation)

• Visa application 3 to 8 weeks reduced to a few 

days if use of priority service

Cost of the licence                  

Large company: £1,476

Small company: £ 536

Priority service: £500
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Time frames: do you have a sponsor licence in place ? 

Without a licence

Up to 18 weeks, sometimes more…

• Preparation time

• Sponsor licence application :8 weeks

• Priority service not always available

• Visa application : 3 to 8 weeks
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Be in control : 

understanding options and 

costs

02
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• Skilled Worker

– appropriate skill level RQF 3 (A level);

– salary which equals or exceeds a general 

salary threshold £26,200 or  the ‘going rate’ 

for the occupation;

– Skill charge paid by the sponsor : 

exemptions?

– English language to at least CEFR Level B1

(equivalent to IELTS 4.0)
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Understand your options

• Global Mobility route : Senior or Specialist 

Worker 

– appropriate skill level RQF 6 (Graduate);

– Salary: equal or higher than £45,800 per year 

or the going rate; or £73,900 when less than 

12 months within the group 

– Employed  by a business linked to the UK 

sponsor by common ownership or control;

– Possible exemption of the Immigration Skill 

Charge 

– No English exam

Popular routes : Skilled Worker v Global Mobility
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• Skill Charge 

• Small Company :£364 per year

• £1,092 (3y)- £3,120 (5y)

• Large Company : £1,000 per year

• £3,000(3y) - £5,000 (5y)

• Immigration Health Surcharge

• £ 624 per year

• £1,872 (3y) - £3,120 (5y)

• Visa fees

• £625 (3 y)/£1,235 (5 y)

• £719/ (3y) / £1423 (5y)
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Understand the costs of your options

• Recruitment (not included licence fees) based 

on 3 years visa

• About £4,000 for a small company 

• About £6,000 - £7,000 for a large company

• Practical point: the visa fees and the 

Immigration Health Surcharge can be paid 

by the employee/ no obligation to reimburse

• Reduces costs but issue of attractivity
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• Milk & Dairy is a German company operating worldwide. They would like to reinforce their staff with 

a small team in their  UK subsidiary to launch of a range of vegan products - Their HR department 

struggles to identify suitable candidates.

• Potential options include:

– relocation : Sven (Swedish) or Eduardo (Argentinian) both senior employees working in 

Germany

– external recruitment (outside the group) : they have interviewed Francois a Skilled Worker 

working in France 

– promotion of their existing staff : promotion of Jagan an Indian student working part-time in 

the UK on biological molecules? Is this possible ?
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Case study

Skilled Worker v Global Mobility? 
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• Salary level : multiple factors to understand how much is required ?

• The job : identify the correct code (SOC); what is the level of skill ?

– RQF 3 or RQF 6 : if RQF3 only Skilled option available 

• Costs : Skill charge exemption available ?

– Global Mobility 3 years exemption : Global Mobility route – only for EU 

– Specific “student” exemption : Switching from student to Skilled Worker visa ?

– Specific soc codes ? Ex: Biochemist/biological scientist

• Time frames

– Certificate of sponsorship availability, visa application  /use of ID app or biometrics ?

• Settlement/ temporary relocation ?

• English exam ?

• Family /dependants ?
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Factors to consider….
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Be compliant
03
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Your sponsor duties : know your duties

– Reporting duties

– Record- keeping duties

– Knowledge of immigration law  

– Right to Work Checks  
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Be compliant 

Review your procedures and train your staff !

– Right to Work Checks

– Monitoring visa expiry and time-limited 

leave including pre-settled status

– Mock audits – be ready
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Experiences and feedback
04
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• Short-term assignment /flexible pattern of work

– Global Mobility : requirements can not always been met – sometimes inflexible for short stay

– Visitor rules : does not to allow “short- term assignments”

Visit policy does not allow work but only permitted activities 

• No option for Self-Employed

• Setting up a business in the UK : may seem as a challenge for EU companies after the end of the free 

movement 

- Innovator Founder : limited to innovative business, endorsement

- Expansion Worker route : long, administrative, no priority service available – limited to mature business in 

country of origin (3 years trading)

- Skilled Worker route : start-up requirement difficult to meet; bank account in the UK/key personnel in the 

UK
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There is not always a solution 
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– A lot of things are working really well and have improved process 

significantly.

• Sponsorship Licence applications timeframe 

• Skilled Worker route

• Priority services… but lack of predictability

• ID app – visa application online – easy straightforward

• Certificate of Sponsorship
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It’s working well…☺
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Bénédicte Viort de La Batie

Associate

+44 (0)330 045 2952

benedicte.viortdelabatie@brownejacobson.com

Contact us

https://www.brownejacobson.com/people/benedicte-viort-de-la-batie

French Group | Browne Jacobson

Groupe Français | Browne Jacobson

Pangea-Net | Join our International Network of Independent Law Firms

Useful links

https://www.brownejacobson.com/people/benedicte-viort-de-la-batie
https://www.brownejacobson.com/services/international/french-group
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